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The four-floor boutique sees the brand introducing  an entirely new design concept. Image courtesy of Saint Laurent
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French fashion house Saint Laurent is introducing  a multilevel shopping  destination in Paris.

Stocked with men's and women's ready-to-wear items, shoes, accessories, handbag s and fine jewelry, doors to the brand's
larg est flag ship yet opened on Dec. 9. The boutique is home to modern luxury desig n concepts, bring ing  one of the founder's
hopes to fruition.

"I wanted to realize one of Yves Saint Laurent's wishes when he arrived in Paris and said he wanted his name to be written in fiery
letters on the Champs-lyses," said Anthony Vaccarello, creative director at Saint Laurent, in a statement.

Contemporary concepts
At 123 Avenue des Champs-lyses, a centuries-old building  houses four floors of retail space.

The restoration of the location's Haussmannian-style facade recalls the past while, inside, Mr. Vaccarello has installed an entirely
new desig n concept, the luxury label shares.
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At 123 Avenue des Champs-lyses, a centuries-old building  houses four floors of retail space. Image courtesy of Saint Laurent

Interiors and illuminated decorative features positioned within the store draw on contemporary aesthetics, encourag ing  a
discovery of what is new and a celebration of the orig inal architectural structure.

Visitors can find raw materials, roug h textures, fine detailing , winding  staircases and marble displays throug hout, the details
framing  the assortment.

Art plays a central role in the showroom, the foyer broug ht tog ether with a neon sculpture installation from Welsh artist Cerith
Wyn Evans.
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The boutique is brought together with a neon sculpture installation from Welsh artist Cerith Wyn Evans. Image courtesy of Saint Laurent

Furniture pieces from American artist Donald Judd which showcase the desig ner's minimalistic approach are sprinkled
throug hout, matching  the surrounding s. A private g arden is also available to g uests.

Saint Laurent Champs-lyses offers clients a curated rang e of collections, from clothing  to fine jewelry, the latter being  a fresh
categ ory for the house (see story).
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